
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of lead management. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for lead management

Provide support regarding the division and/or account portfolio for
consideration in budget and program decision-making
Develop content strategies, improve our search & information architecture
and optimize the user experience across B2E content platforms
Design and implement systems that manage a unique blend of searchable
data
Where necessary, oversee content production for various colleagues, while
enforcing guidelines and compliance with standards for all portal content
Where appropriate, provide guidance, support, and training to Mozillians to
ensure they can perform the basic functions of posting and updating content
when necessary
Upload and curate documents, blogs and other data related products, and
ensure consistent and accurate thematic tagging
Regularly troubleshoot the site, including fixing broken links, repairing load
issues, and guaranteeing correct functioning of key portal elements such as
the alerting, collaboration and data visualization
Improve our user’s experience so that it best addresses the needs of our
diverse community by collecting user requirements and feature requests
Regularly monitor programs, post-sale, and recommend options for
optimizing best practices that can be leveraged for other programs
Act as POC to the Customer for all Program delivery matters
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Knowledge of home video and video games a plus
Must have ability to read, interpret and analyze participation contracts
Must have strong verbal/written communications skills including the ability to
work effectively with attorneys across multiple business units
Must have outstanding ability to work effectively with employees at all levels
Must be a confident individual who is a quick learner
Experience leading an application management team in a large complex,
organization


